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Abstract

We describe structured video, a general video data model allowing free form

annotation, composition, and content-based access to video segments. The

structured video abstraction provides an e�cient means of organizing and

manipulating video data by assigning logical representations to the under-

lying video streams and their contents. We introduce a video algebra as a

means for combining and expressing temporal relations between structured

video segments. Key aspects of the model have been implemented as part of

the Structured Video System project. The system o�ers a query based inter-

face for browsing and playback of relevant video segments. The structured

video browser uses the logical representation of the video data to provide

viewing methods based on the ascribed temporal characteristics of the video.

The structured video system provides interesting and diverse ways to e�-

ciently access and manipulate large video collections. Experience from the

prototype implementation is reported.





1 Introduction

The volume and unstructured format of digital video data make it di�-

cult to manage, access, search and browse collections of digital video. The

problem is becoming more acute as digital video becomes ubiquitous and as

more video collections become available. Providing content-based access to

digital video can alleviate these problems and motivate broader use of video

resources.

Content-based access requires extracting descriptive information from

video data. Unlike textual data, digital video does not support automatic

extraction of semantic information for indexing: image and speech recog-

nition is hardly feasible. Instead, other forms of information such as text

captions or structural and temporal relationships between video segments

can be extracted from the raw video and used for indexing. Additionally,

manually entered information can describe video segments. The descriptive

information must be associated with raw video data in a rich, structured, se-

mantic representation. This representation provides the means for e�cient

content-based access, organizing video data into collections and supporting

hypermedia links to video data.

Consider for example a large collection of TV broadcasts. A user may

want to �nd and view all video segments reporting on Hillary Clinton and

health care reform. Moreover, the user may want to see the context in

which the segments have appeared: in the headline news, in a talk show or

on Saturday Night Live. Once a given segment is found, the user can also

view the surrounding video context: the news anchor's introduction, follow-

up audience questions in the talk show, or the next comedy skit. A system

that supports such requests must both understand the semantic structure

of the video and contain indices that allow fast discovery and retrieval of

relevant information. For the above example, the system needs to store and

e�ciently locate attributes such as the people in a scene, the associated

verbal communication for each video segment in the collection, and the

relationships between segments.

Another example is the domain of interactive personalized movies where

a user can create her own story by choosing to explore di�erent possible

plot threads. This can be accomplished by logically structuring the video

and allowing the user to choose segments based on interaction or an a priori

speci�cation.

This paper introduces a system based on the structured video data model

that supports high level semantic descriptions of video footage. The system
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Figure 1: Structured Video Data Model

also provides exible associative access to video segments. The structured

video abstraction provides an e�cient means of organizing and manipulat-

ing video data by assigning logical representations to the underlying video

streams and their contents. This data model is composed of structured

video nodes and pointers to video segments. The nodes can nest and form

a directed acyclic graph. They include descriptive information, temporal

scheduling information, and a semantic structure (see Figure 1). The struc-

tured video is indexed in a manner that preserves the correspondence be-

tween video segments so that all relevant segments and their neighbors can

be e�ciently found.

1.1 Related Work

In related work, Davenport, Aguierre Smith and Pincever [6, 7] implemented

a video annotation system. It uses the concept of strati�cation to assign de-

scriptions to video footage, where each stratum refers to a sequence of video

frames. The strata may overlap or totally encompass each other. Strata are

stored in �les and can be accessed using simple keyword search. A user can

�nd a sequence of interest, but cannot easily determine the context in which

the video sequence appears. A drawback of the strati�cation mechanism is
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the absence of relationships between the strata. Our system provides a full

hierarchical organization of video footage that permits exible browsing.

Little, et al. [3] implemented a system that supports content-based re-

trieval of video footage. They de�ne a speci�c data schema composed of

movie, scene and actor relations with a �xed set of attributes. The sys-

tem requires manual feature extraction, and then �ts these features into the

data schema. Queries are permitted on the attributes of movie, scene and

actor. Once a movie or a scene is selected, a user can scan from scene to

scene beginning with the initial selection. Their data model and Virtual

Video Browser are limited for several reasons. First, descriptions cannot

be assigned to overlapping or nested video sequences as is accomplished in

the strati�cation model. Second, the system is focused on retrieving previ-

ously stored information and is not suitable for users that need to create,

edit and annotate a personally customized view of the video footage. For

example, users cannot create a new movie from the collection of scenes that

are returned as a result of a query. Moreover, the browser does not support

queries based on the temporal ordering of scenes.

Swanberg, et al. [8, 9] de�nes an architecture for parsing data semantics

from the video stream. It uses a �xed set of video elements (including a shot

and an episode), and is not suitable for free form modeling of the complex

relations between video segments.

Multimedia authoring systems such as CMIFed [12] have rich structuring

primitives for multimedia documents, but fail to address the structure of the

video data itself.

Hamakawa and Rekimoto [2] propose a multimedia authoring system

that supports editing and reuse of multimedia data. Their system is based

on a hierarchical and compositional model of multimedia objects. It allows

the user to mark objects with a title at a certain point in time. However,

it does not support a fully functional free form annotation mechanism that

enables subsequent content-based access.

The MHEG [5] multimedia and hypermedia standard is intended for

�nal formatted documents, and lacks mechanisms for content-based access,

editing and annotation of the multimedia data.

In our approach, the context of video segments is represented in the or-

ganization of and hierarchical relations between the structured video nodes.

As in the strati�cation model, segments may overlap and encompass each

other. However, we generalize this concept by enabling strata to be nested

and thus have hierarchical organization. The result of a query may form new

structured video that can be played back or manipulated by the user. In
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Figure 2: Structured Video Query Interface

addition, the system allows an extensible schema for representing video: the

user can de�ne new attributes and annotations that the system will index.

Our data model allows users to compose logical video streams by struc-

turing raw data into video segments and then describing the temporal rela-

tions between the segments. In addition to content-based access, the system

allows browsing. The user can explore the hierarchical structure to under-

stand how the segments are organized. For example, a user can �nd an

interesting segment and then look at the encompassing sequence that con-

tains it. Furthermore, users can create their individual interpretations of

existing footage by de�ning new structured video nodes. Hypermedia links
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can be instantiated in structured video nodes so a user may traverse links to

other related video segments that exist in di�erent collections. The struc-

tured video data model can also be a base for interactive movies by providing

conditional pointers to other video segments.

We have implemented a structured video system that extracts video

attribute information and supports content-based access, as well as video

playback. The system o�ers a query based interface for searching and play-

back of relevant video segments (see Figure 2). Our implementation is based

on two subsystems: VuSystem [10] - a toolkit for recording, manipulating

and playing video, and the Semantic File System [1] - a storage subsystem

with content-based access to data.

In the remainder of this paper we discuss the data model and its se-

mantics (Section 2), the motivating design (Section 3), our prototype im-

plementation (section 4), and conclusions based on our experience (Section

5).

2 Structured Video Model

The Structured Video System (SVS) is based on the structured video data

model. This model can be conceived as a directed graph of structured video

nodes and raw video segment pointers (see Figure 1). The structured video

nodes contain pointers to other structured video nodes or to raw video seg-

ments (which are always the leaf nodes). The nodes contain descriptive

information about themselves, information which is later used in the index-

ing process. These nodes also contain presentation and timing information

that describes the playback characteristics of their children nodes. The user

can playback or edit any structured video node independently of its parent

nodes. SVS allows arbitrary nesting of the structured video nodes, as well

as multiple views of the same data.

2.1 Descriptions

The model permits the association of arbitrary attributes and values with

a given structured video node. For example, the nodes pointing to an un-

structured video segment may contain close-captioned text recorded by the

system. The user may add other attributes, such as title, author, characters,

and the scene summary. Descriptions can also be non-textual such as key

frames, icons, and salient stills [11]. The scope of a given structured video

node description is the subgraph that originates from the node.
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2.2 Video Algebra

A structured video node controls the temporal playback characteristics of its

children. There are two methods of expressing these characteristics: relative

time coordinates and video algebra. Relative time coordinates specify the

starting point and the duration of the segments (or alternatively, end point

marker) with respect to the parent node. This allows the expression of any

temporal combination of children segments.

Our video algebra de�nes rules for combining one or more structured

video nodes to form new video streams. A node can express the relative

ordering and playback schedule of its children using the following operations:

� concatenation: for any child segments S1 and S2, S1 � S2 de�nes a

schedule where S2 follows S1.

� parallel: for any child segments S1 and S2, S1 k S2 de�nes a schedule

where S1 and S2 are played concurrently.

� union: for any child segments S1 and S2, S1 [ S2 de�nes a schedule

where video footage of S1 and S2 is played (common footage is not

repeated).

� intersection: for any child segments S1 and S2, S1\S2 de�nes a sched-

ule where only common video footage of S1 and S2 is played.

� di�erence: for any child segments S1 and S2,

S1 { S2 de�nes a schedule where only video footage of S1 that is not

in S2 is played.

� conditional: for any child segments S1, S2; : : : ; Sk, (expression) ? S1

: S2 : : : : : Sk, de�nes a schedule where Si is played if expression

evaluates to i.

� loop: for child segment Si, loop Si time de�nes a repetition of the

segment for a duration of time (which can be forever).

The above operations can be combined to produce complex scheduling

de�nitions and constraints. The union operation allows the user to easily

construct a non-repetitive video stream from overlapping segments. The

intersection operation enables the user to construct video that incorporates

only the overlap of multiple segments. Figure 3 illustrates the use of the

above operations to form a playback schedule.
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The conditional operation is used for interactive viewing, personalized

viewing, and other viewing that can be a�ected by external sources. The

expression in the conditional operation must evaluate to an integer. How-

ever, it is easy to map non-integer expressions, such as a user's environment

variable, time-of-day, weather patterns, and user interaction, to valid inte-

gers.

time
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Figure 3: Playback Schedule
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Figure 4: Nested strati�cation with structured video

Nested Strati�cation Figure 1 illustrates segments of a structured video

node that point to overlapping portions of video data. This overlap enables

the user to assign multiple meanings to the same footage, and serves the
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same purpose as the strati�cation mechanism described in [6]. Individual

video segments that overlap are indexed by the system separately. A query

may yield a structured video result that incorporates multiple segments

when the query matches more than one segment. Other queries can result

in structured video that corresponds to only one of these segments. Figure

4 gives an example of structured video that provides nested strati�cation.

With this hierarchical organization, strata (which are just video segments)

may be descendants of larger, encompassing strata. This strati�cation is

used primarily for annotation and editing purposes (but can also be used

when browsing or playing back video). When union is the timing operator

for combining these overlapping segments, there will be no repetition of

video footage during playback.

2.3 Presentation

A structured video node de�nes one or several continuous video streams to

display in a window screen (the number of streams depends on the temporal

information described above). The presentation information speci�es the

screen layout for displaying the streams and the overlap priorities between

streams. Children nodes are either displayed relative to the region de�ned

by the parent node window, or otherwise mapped independently.

3 Design

The Structured Video System is designed to manage the following processes:

acquisition of video data from external sources (such as TV broadcasts,

or other video collections), parsing the raw (i.e. unstructured) video to

structured segments, user composition and editing of more complex video

nodes, indexing of the structured video, content-based access to the data,

and a platform for the playback and browsing of the video. At the core of the

system is the structured video data model. To manage the data structures

associated with the abstraction, the system stores the internal representation

of structured video in UNIX �les. The representation is decoupled from

any particular portion of the system because any module may individually

manipulate this data structure.

3.1 Structured Video Files

Structured video �les contain semi-structured, textual speci�cations of the

video nodes. There is one such �le per node. The structured video �le has
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description type news

title CNN Headline News

text Today in Bosnia, : : :

timing (1 k 3) � 2

segment 1 raw video Cnn.HN.127.Intro.rv

presentation (0, 0) - (.7, 1)

segment 2 structured video Cnn.HN.314.Anchor.sv

segment 3 structured video Bosnia-7-14-93.sv

presentation (.7, 0) - (1, 1)

Figure 5: A Structured Video File

the following parts:

� Description: associates descriptive attributes with the structured

video node.

� Timing: speci�es temporal relationships between children nodes.

� Presentation (optional): de�nes presentation characteristics of the

screen layout for children nodes.

� Segment descriptors: identify the children structured video nodes.

Figure 5 and 6 give an example of a structured video �le and illustrate the

playback of this �le using spatial and temporal coordinates.

Descriptions A description is composed of a set of attributes, where each

attribute has a name and a value. An example of an attribute is title

= "CNN Headline News". Attribute names or values do not have to be

unique within the �le. Therefore, a description can have multiple titles,

text summaries, and actor names that are associated with a video node.

Attribute names are not �xed and can be de�ned by the user.

Timing Timing speci�cation is either relative or using video algebra as de-

scribed in 2.2. The relative speci�cations use time coordinates with respect

to the parent node to determine the start point and duration of a child node.

The video algebra speci�cations make use of the composition operators on
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Figure 6: Playback of the Structured Video File

children nodes. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate an example of using the union

operation in the composition of a structured video node. In this example,

one raw video �le is annotated by three overlapping segments. The union of

the three overlapping segments yields one video stream with no redundancy

in the playback.

Presentation As multiple structured video nodes can be scheduled to play

at any speci�c time, their playback may result in concurrent video streams

that need simultaneous screen display. To resolve conicts and allow greater

exibility in video stream positioning, the presentation information of a node

de�nes its children's screen layout (see 2.3). When two or more segments are

scheduled to play simultaneously and also intersect in some portion of the

screen, the structured video �le de�nes overlap precedence. Thus, a segment

with the higher precedence overlaps segments with lower precedence. When

the �le supplies no overlap information, the system arbitrarily chooses the

precedence.

Naming Structured video �les and raw video �les are named using content-

based access. Thus, each system de�nes a name space, and each structured

video node within that name space has a unique name. For example:

structured video = /svs/name:/CnnHeadlineNews.11256.sv

and

raw video = /svs/name:/CnnFootage.12253.rv
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description title CNN Headline News

title Clinton, Health Care

summary First lady proposes : : :

timing (1 [ 2)[ 3

segment 1 structured video Cnn.HN.AnchorTalk.sv

segment 2 structured video Cnn.HN.Hillary.12.sv

segment 3 structured video Cnn.HN.Healthcare.sv

Figure 7: Union Operation in Structured Video Files

where /svs denotes the structured video system name space.

anchor speaking

Hillary Clinton

health care reform

timing = (1  2)  3

1 2 3

segment 1

segment 2

segment 3y

x

t

Figure 8: Graphical Representation of Union

3.2 Parsing

The system is designed to create structured video �les from video footage

using a VuSystem scene change detection module. The raw footage is parsed

into scenes, which are then used as the basic building blocks of more complex

structured video. Close-captioned text associated with the video stream is

extracted and entered into descriptions as the text attribute. Then, the user

can add more attributes such as title, author, and actor, and organize

�les into a desired hierarchy.
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3.3 Structured Video Playback

Once the user has de�ned a nested hierarchy of structured video nodes, the

system recursively parses the �les and constructs a attened 2-dimensional

schedule for all the raw video segments (see Figure 3). One dimension is time

and the other dimension relates which segments should be played at speci�c

time intervals. A schedule �le is associated with each structured video �le

and it de�nes the playback of raw video �le segments. Temporal operations

on children, such as concatenation, parallel, conditional, di�erence and in-

tersection are straightforward to implement. The implementation of union is

more di�cult. It requires examining the video footage, scanning the sched-

ule for overlapping video �le segments, and determining how to join the

overlapping segments. The playback module inspects the schedule �le for a

given structured video �le and plays successive video frames from di�erent

raw video �les as de�ned in the schedule.

3.4 Content-Based Access

To support content-based access, the system is designed to create structured

video representations by parsing video footage and extracting temporal and

content information. Indexing this information allows e�cient querying and

retrieval of relevant video segments.

3.4.1 Indexing

The user and the system associate descriptive, temporal and hierarchical

information with structured video. Attributes such as scene title, actors or

summary are added to nodes to further describe the contents of the video

(also see discussion in 2.2). Also, timing relations between nodes are de�ned.

The system then indexes the representation to create the correspondence

between the attributes and the structured video nodes.

3.4.2 Querying

The query language allows the user to specify attributes describing desired

properties of structured video nodes. Queries are boolean combinations of

attributes, where each attribute is a �eld-value pair describing the desired

value of a particular �eld. For example, the query (person : clinton)&(text :

tax) will �nd all video segments that include Clinton and mention the word
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tax. An interesting feature that aids users in formulating queries is the

ability to enumerate the admissible values for a given attribute.

A query returns a set of structured video nodes that can be played back

or browsed to explore the video context and composition. For example, the

user can follow a pointer to any parent node to inspect the encompassing

video segment.

Temporal queries are handled using three prede�ned relations: before,

after, and overlap:

� before: the relation holds for segments sharing the same parent imme-

diately preceding the current segment.

� after: the relation holds for segments sharing the same parent imme-

diately following the current segment.

� overlap: the relation holds for segments that have common video

footage.

4 Implementation

We have built a prototype implementation of a Structured Video System

that provides rapid content-based access to structured video. For our sys-

tem, we use �les containing textual speci�cations to represent structured

video nodes. We implemented a special SV Transducer in the Semantic File

System (SFS) to extract attributes from the semi-structured descriptions

stored in these �les. The transducer is used in the indexing process to asso-

ciate attributes and values with the structured video �les. The indices built

during the indexing process allow rapid content-based access.

For �nding structured video �les that correspond to a particular query,

the Structured Video System relies on the SFS pathname interface. SFS

interprets a given UNIX pathname as an attribute query, and returns the

result in a dynamically created virtual directory. For example, the query ls

/svs/type:/news/text:/clinton will �nd all news footage that mentions

Clinton. A virtual directory that contains the set of matching structured

video will be created. Since the structured video �les are stored in a human-

readable, semi-structured �le format, the user can edit and create structured

video �les using any available text editor.

The SV Player module consolidates the scheduling information from the

structured video �les with the raw video stored on the �le system to pro-

duce a stream of digital video. This stream is transmitted to the VuSystem,
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Figure 9: Structured Video System Architecture

which then displays the digital video on the client workstation. The VuSys-

tem provides an environment for recording, processing and playing video.

A set of C++ classes manage basic functions such as synchronizing video

streams, displaying in a window, and processing video streams. TCL [4]

scripts control C++ classes and o�er a programmable user interface that

can be customized. For example, our structured video browser is written as

a TCL script. Figure 9 presents the architecture of the implementation.

4.1 Graphical User Interface

The Structured Video System user interface consists of a query interface

and a video browser. A prototype query interface to the Structured Video

System (see Figure 2) has been implemented. It provides a user friendly

interface for searching within a structured video system and viewing the set

of resulting segments. Currently, the browser can only play back nodes that

use relative timing as the scheduling mechanism.
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4.2 Experience

We are experimenting with our prototype system to gain more experience

on the structured video data model and its support for content-based access.

We acquired and indexed a collection of video segments: TV broadcast news,

commercials, and movie trailers. When available, the indexing process also

included the associated close-captioned text. Our Structured Video System

provides rapid attribute-based access to the video collection, allows brows-

ing a video result set, and delivers reasonable video playback performance

once relevant video footage has been found. Typically, for a result set of

twenty-�ve video segments, the elapsed time between query invocation by

the user and system response is around �ve seconds. This experience is

from running the client on a SparcStation 10 and the server on an SGI Pow-

erSeries 4D/320S. The system response includes enumerating and displaying

the �rst frame of the matching video segments. Once the user selects a video

node to play, typically three seconds elapse until the browser begins to play

the video stream.

We are working on extending the system to provide an Internet Video

Server that can be mounted remotely as a NFS server. This requires in-

corporation of some video playback performance enhancement techniques,

such as controlled quality degradation for networks with limited bandwidth,

video compression, and data caching.

5 Conclusions

We have described how semantic information about video can be structured

and used for content-based access. The semantically rich model of structured

video provides an e�cient means of organizing and manipulating video data

by assigning logical representations to the underlying video streams and

their contents. It supports nested strati�cation for powerful descriptions of

video footage. Structured video also uses video algebra to express unique

compositions and temporal relationships between nodes.

We have built a prototype based on the Semantic File System and the

VuSystem. We have successfully used the prototype to retrieve interesting

video segments and to browse our collection. The results of these experi-

ments suggest that structured video enables e�cient access and management

of video collections in interesting and diverse ways. From our experience thus

far, we believe that the structured video data model is the adequate abstrac-

tion for representing digital video and supporting content-based access.
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We plan to enhance our prototype by adding a graphical editor for struc-

tured video and by investigating mechanisms to automate the parsing of

video footage. Also, a richer query language is needed for expressing tempo-

ral relationships. We also plan to examine object-oriented databases support

for structured video storage. Another area of future research is the explo-

ration of interactive movies and home video editing.
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